Career Profile
A weekly series devoted to providing information on career exploration
For the last several weeks,
we have focused on careers in
Information Technology.
The products of information
technology are a part of our
daily lives, whether it’s the
operating systems on mobile
phones, the computer networks that automate everyday
financial transactions, or the
reams of information sought
and found on the Internet.



The type of work
• Design, build, or maintain web sites, using authoring
or scripting languages, content creation tools, management tools, and digital media.
• Perform or direct web site updates.
• Write, design, or edit web page content, or direct
others producing content.
• Confer with management or development teams to
prioritize needs, resolve conflicts, develop content
criteria, or choose solutions.

More Facts

It should come as no surprise that
careers in the IT field are expected
to grow significantly in the next
decade - jobs in computer software
engineering, for example, are
expected to grow by 32% by 2018,
according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. (Excerpt from A Career
in Information Technology, Wall
Street Journal, Sept. 2010)

• Back up files from web sites to local directories for
instant recovery in case of problems.

• Maintain understanding of current web technologies
or programming practices through continuing education, reading, or participation in professional conferences, workshops, or groups.
• Analyze user needs to determine technical requirements.

Mike Skimin
Webmaster
Emerge Inc.
Avon Lake

Design, create, and modify Web sites. Analyze user
needs to implement Web site content, graphics,
performance, and capacity.

• Identify problems uncovered by testing or customer
feedback, and correct problems or refer problems to
appropriate personnel for correction.
• Evaluate code to ensure that it is valid, is properly
structured, meets industry standards and is compatible with browsers, devices, or operating systems.

WEB
DEVELOPERS

?

 How did you become interested in your particular field?
 In college I took a class on new media, this was back in

THE

1994 so Internet was “new media.” During the class I
learned how websites were created and what HTML code
did. I remember how happy I was to learn how to make
a word blink (something over used as the web became
popular).

FUTURE
OUTLOOK

Employment of web developers is
projected
to grow as ecommerce continues
• Develop or validate test routines and schedules
to expand. Online purchasing is expected
to ensure that test cases mimic external
to grow faster than the overall retail industry.
interfaces and address all browser and
As retail firms expand their online offerings,
device types.
demand for web developers will increase. Additionally, an increase in the use of mobile devices
to search the web will also lead to an increase in
employment of web developers. Employment
of web developers is projected to grow 20%
from 2012 to 2022, faster than the average
Annual Salary for 2013
for all occupations. Web developers
Location
Low
Median
High
held 141,400 jobs nationwide and
4,230 in Ohio.
United States .......................$33,300....... $63,200 ........ $110,400

EARNINGS POTENTIAL

Ohio .....................................$27,600....... $58,100 .......... $91,800
Cleveland-ElyriaMentor, OH PMSA ................$37,000....... $59,100 .......... $92,800
O*Net Online, http://online.onetcenter.org

Pathways to success:
Educational requirements for web developers vary with the setting they work in and the type
of work they do. Requirements range from a high school diploma to a bachelor’s degree. An
associate’s degree in web design or related field is the most common requirement.
Web developers need to have a thorough understanding of HTML. Many employers also want
developers to understand other programming languages, such as JavaScript or SQL, as well as
have some knowledge of multimedia publishing tools, such as Flash. Throughout their career,
web developers must keep up to date on new tools and computer languages.
Some employers prefer web developers to have both a computer degree and have taken classes
in graphic design, especially when hiring developers who will be heavily involved in the website’s
visual appearance.

What Employers look for in individuals:
• Computers and Electronics - circuit boards,
• Design - design techniques, tools, and prinprocessors, chips, electronic equipment, and
ciples involved in production of precision
computer hardware and software, including
technical plans, blueprints, drawings, and
applications and programming.
models.
• English Language - structure and content of • Communications and Media - media prothe English language including the meanduction, communication, and dissemination
ing and spelling of words, rules of compositechniques and methods. This includes altion, and grammar.
ternative ways to inform and entertain via
written, oral, and visual media.
• Customer and Personal Service - principles
and processes for providing customer and
• Mathematics - arithmetic, algebra, geompersonal services. This includes customer
etry, calculus, statistics, and their applicaneeds assessment, meeting quality stantions.
dards for services, and evaluation of customer satisfaction.

Sponsors

 How did you get to where you are today?
 After college, when trying to find a “real job”, I started

reading books about website scripting. This lead to the
ability to pull data from a database and the creation of
“Newsroom” which gave people without HTML knowledge the ability to create announcements on a website.
With that idea, my brother, Ed, and I started Emerge Inc.
in October 1996, giving non-technical people the ability
to manage their company’s website.

 What skills or certifications do you think are needed to
be successful in this field?

 I believe website developers shouldn’t concentrate on

one specific area, but should be generalists. Knowing
how to use software vs. knowing specifically how to use
Photoshop, makes you more valuable. Software changes; we use Photoshop and Gimp to work with graphics.
Another skill needed is the ability to either work alone or
in a team environment. Projects often start off as a team
effort during the planning state, then each team member
breaks off to do their part of the site, only to reconvene
to make everything work together. Communication is also
very important during the development of sites.

 What changes have you seen in the last few years in your
industry?

 Mobile is the largest change I’ve seen.

In the early days,
to visit a website, you needed to go to the computer lab
and use a computer attached to the wired network. Today, almost everyone has a device in their pocket (sometimes multiple devices) which can access the web. Each
device will see slight differences in the site’s design and
function, and as developers we should be aware of these
nuances and develop with them in mind. The web went
from being something slow and slightly out of the reach
of everyone (if the lab was closed you had to wait), to
very fast and available at an arm’s reach 24 hours a day.

 What is the best part of your job?
 Hearing an idea from a client, starting with nothing, and

then building something the client and our team can be
proud of is so rewarding. I’ve always been interested in
manufacturing, starting with nothing and building a car
-- that’s interesting stuff. Today, I get to start with an idea
and make websites where people can make purchases,
find out news, and find the coolest thing to do this evening with their friends.

 Do you have any words of advice for someone considering a career in your field?

 There are a lot of “How Tos” on the internet. If you find

yourself stuck, Google it, someone else likely has already
been in your place and published the answer.
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